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About This Game

There’s an island 30 miles off the coast of England that the locals call ‘The Forsaken Isle’. This once bustling port city is now
said to be home to ghosts, necromancers and dangerous man-eating wolves!

A trading mogul established his empire on the island only to have his daughter disappear in the forest one fateful day. Years
later she’s back! A tormented soul wandering the island for eternity intent on wreaking her revenge on anyone who crosses her

path.

When you decided to hire a local boatman to take you to the island, you thought these were just legends. But you are soon
proven wrong and end up on the island all alone, confronting an evil warlock and his vicious pack of wolves!

You'll need your wits about you in you are to face the dark forces that surround you and stand a chance of escaping with your
life!

Features

Unlock up to 8 background stories of all the characters

Numerous collectables fully integrated into the storyline

Chilling narrative
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Stunning graphics

A holistic haunted atmosphere
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I played this game before it came on Steam, and it is amazing. It is a great game for people who like games like Mega Man and
Shovel Knight, with really good level design and fantastic music.. This game is pretty fun, but mostly with friends, and you can
get a good laugh.. Nobody is ever on, the idea of bots is great, but you can't do anything as a robber without the cop bot shooting
you.. I'M TRYING TO PLAY A FREAKING GAME NOT JOIN THE KGB OR CIA. Horrible. Stay away.. An awful parody
on a game long time forgotten. Lazy programming, non-existant gameplay, dull sounds. Music is okay, though.

Is it worth trying out? No.. Simple and gets boring pretty darn quick.. Very charming and well detailed visual novel, I really
loved this game and can't wait for W Happiness :3. This game does a good job of making the player develop feelings towards
the characters, and giving you the freedom to choose how you want to build your friendship\/relationships with them. Though to
get the full experience, you might have to play it multiple times. The choices you make in this game do affect the vast number
of events that happen in the game. Though I feel like the writing and directing could've used a bit more work, because towards
the end everything happened way too quickly and was very anticlimactic, which left me disappointed and a bit depressed.

If you have patience for lots of reading, drama, and romance, this game is well worth your time.
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In my opinion its a really interesting and fun game to play, i enjoy the loot and fighting system. Although i havent finished it
yet, it does deserve a thumbs up for being so fun!. Amazing game very satisfying to complete after hours of grueling torture of
chasing giggling dolls and dodging bugged out ghost girls
5\/5. Not worth it.

The base game is great, but this expantion does not add anything worthwile to the game.
Sound design is terrible too. I recommend the silent children mod if you buy this DLC.. cheap and fun af. GREAT match3
game, one of the BEST in the series!!!

MUST PLAY.. Add Kpop Song :3. Game playability is good, can be used to kill time, game content can be enriched, looking
forward to follow-up development
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